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Dodo Press, United Kingdom, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Plato (428/427 BC-348/347 BC), whose
original name was Aristocles, was an ancient Greek philosopher, the second of the great trio of
ancient Greeks - succeeding Socrates and preceding Aristotle - who between them laid the
philosophical foundations of Western culture. Plato was also a mathematician, writer of
philosophical dialogues, and founder of the Academy in Athens, the first institution of higher
learning in the western world. Plato is widely believed to have been a student of Socrates and to
have been deeply influenced by his teacher s unjust death. Plato s brilliance as a writer and thinker
can be witnessed by reading his Socratic dialogues. Some of the dialogues, letters, and other works
that are ascribed to him are considered spurious. Plato is thought to have lectured at the Academy,
although the pedagogical function of his dialogues, if any, is not known with certainty. They have
historically been used to teach philosophy, logic, rhetoric, mathematics, and other subjects about
which he wrote.
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Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is writter in easy phrases rather than hard to understand. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically
the finest pdf we have study in my personal life and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- Sa ul Mer tz-- Sa ul Mer tz

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch
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